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Peter D- Commentary
General comments
This is a well balanced controlled assessment with consistent performance throughout.
There is evidence of good understanding, application and analysis though at times the
marks are restricted by a lack of depth in the knowledge base, and the application of the
detail within the context provided.

Investigation 1
The knowledge and understanding of where Heather should target a jewellery business is
generally good. Basic items such as present population and projected increases are not
forgotten, and there is good understanding of the importance of other data such as average
income and socio economic groups.
Application of the data is at times good, with recognition that Heather is selling budget
jewellery, and so might be more interested in socio economic groups C to E. The data on
population increase is also used well.
The end of this investigation is at times confusing, with no clear case being made out for
either town, though it would seem that Tonbury is favoured rather more.
Rather more could have been made of the data as a whole and the general picture given of
each location. Dyton the larger, more affluent town (though growing at a slower rate) and
Tonbury with higher numbers of lower socio economic groupings within its population, which
is reflected in the earnings figures. This should have been brought together and then applied
to the detail of Heather’s situation i.e. a young business person setting up her first, small
business, making budget jewellery aimed at the teenage market.
Investigation 2
There is much good work in this investigation, though at times the organisation could have
been a little clearer.
It may have been more helpful to start with the knowledge base – the pros and cons of each
type of distribution system, then apply this knowledge to Heather’s situation before going on
to the primary research which will be used to gain analysis and evaluation marks in A03.
The advantages and disadvantages of each method of distribution are well understood.
Relative costs could have been investigated in the planning phase, and the advantage of
trying goods on should have been developed more. Otherwise coverage is good.
Application of knowledge is rather mixed. The problem of payment for Internet goods for
teenagers is well explained, though the advantage for Internet in low postage costs for
jewellery is ignored. Heather is young and wanting to open a new, small business. With the
clear cost implications (especially with budget jewellery) more could have been made of the
importance of this element within the investigation.
Some useful data has been collected which gives direction to analysis and evaluation. The
analysis is generally good, though rather more could have been made of the analysis when

a final recommendation is made. Selling from a shop is the favoured option – a reminder of
the percentage of those interviewed who bought jewellery in shops would have been useful
here, along with the figures on market jewellery and payment systems used by teenagers.
Whilst this supports a shop, Heather’s situation (young, new small business etc.) should then
have been applied to see whether or not it was really feasible to sell in this way. Internet
selling could have been developed by using social networking sites such as Facebook as a
cheap introduction to being in business. This could also be used to run alongside a market
stall where friends and their friends may well be more comfortable if they know the person
selling from that particular stall.
Investigation 3
Knowledge and understanding of promotion techniques is good, with both advertising and
sales promotions being covered. Some knowledge/research of relative costs would again
have helped the work, which moves the work away from the general comments such as
‘costs thousands’ and ‘is cheap’.
Application is again rather varied, with the detail of Heather’s situation being missing in
certain areas. Candidates may well dismiss much advertising for a small, new business,
providing evidence as to why it is inappropriate. The candidate rightly sees that television is
a no go area, along with national newspapers. Magazines are seen as a possibility and
dismissed because they only come out monthly, rather than being ignored simply on costs
(again, figures would help drive the point home). The choice of billboards does not sit
comfortably with a new small business such as Heather’s selling budget jewellery.
Application of sales promotions could have contained more specific, jewellery related
examples, such as what could have been given as a free gift if say £20 had been spent?
What items of jewellery would have been most appropriate for a 2 for 1 offer? Could
competitions have been used, are money off vouchers for next purchase appropriate, if so,
what value should they be for Heather’s situation? All this should be related, in the first
instance, to Heather starting her business.
Individual primary research is not as strong as in Investigation 2, which detracts from the
analysis and evaluation marks in AO3. The final conclusions should be supported by figures
from the earlier data analysis, and fit the context of the scenario.
No work has been completed on how the promotional strategy should change over time,
which impacts upon the AO2 and AO3 marks. Though this is the final part of the
assessment, it should be carefully planned into the overall write up of the work as a whole.
Peter D- Marking
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Investigation 1

3

3

1

7

Investigation 2

6

6

4

16

Investigation 3

5

5

3

13

This gives a total of 36 marks, placing the candidate just into a notional grade C.
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